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ABSTRACT
Developers and computing students are usually expected to master multiple programming languages. To learn a new language, developers often turn to online search to find information and code examples. However, insights on how learners perform code search when working with an unfamiliar language are lacking. Understanding how learners search and the challenges they encounter when using an unfamiliar language can motivate future tools and techniques to better support subsequent language learners.

Research on code search behavior typically involves monitoring developers during search activities through logs or in situ surveys. We conducted a study on how computing students search for code in an unfamiliar programming language with 18 graduate students working on VBA tasks in a lab environment. Our surveys explicitly asked about search success and query reformulation to gather reliable data on those metrics. By analyzing the combination of search logs and survey responses, we found that students typically search to explore APIs or find example code. Approximately 50% of queries that precede clicks on documentation or tutorials successfully solved the problem. Students frequently borrowed terms from languages with which they are familiar when searching for examples in an unfamiliar language, but term borrowing did not impede search success. Edit distances between reformulated queries and non-reformulated queries were nearly the same. These results have implications for code search research, especially on reformulation, and for research on supporting programmers when learning a new language.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computer science education; • Software and its engineering → General programming languages; • Information systems → Information extraction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software is often written using multiple programming languages [29, 51], which expects the developers to master multiple programming languages. Recent research has shown that knowledge of one language can interfere with learning a new language [41, 43]. When learning a new language, developers use an opportunistic learning strategy, relating concepts in a new language to their previous languages [43]. As the terminology between languages often differs drastically, this makes code search especially difficult.

Yet, developers frequently turning to code search to find code examples to learn from [39] and improve their productivity during development activities [5, 39, 53]. Studies on code search in software engineering [7, 8, 34, 45, 46, 48] seek to understand how and why developers search when performing their daily work [21, 27, 39, 54], introduce new code search tools or propose potential improvement of existing code search tools [3, 7, 28, 56], and suggest effective code search strategies [11, 18]. The code search studies are most often performed in the wild, so to observe developers during their normal activity.

As prior work has observed difficulties when developers search for concepts in a new language [43], we have reason to believe that code search for subsequent language learners is different than code search during normal development activities. Consider the following scenario:

A Computer Science student gets an internship at a bank. Their team manager is happy that they have several years of programming experience, and expects them to program with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and create macros in spreadsheets. However, the student has never been taught VBA at school, and now they have to learn this new language on their own.

The intern gets their first task, and decides to search online for how to perform it in VBA, but the keywords are specific to the language they know, such as “dictionary” from Java paired with their new context, VBA. This leads to results that are either in VBA but with information not relevant to the task at hand, or results in Java that are relevant, but in the wrong language. The intern wonders, “is there any way to improve the search success? What online sources should be consulted?”
In this scenario, the intern cannot find the resources they want due to mismatched terminology between the language they know, Java, and the language they need, VBA. This common situation is observed in prior research [42]; in this exploratory work on code search, we target students learning a new language.

Understanding and addressing the challenges learners encounter during search could lead to better search experiences for learners, especially students, who have less experience than the professional developers with learning a subsequent language. Therefore, we design a study that involves tasks in a language unfamiliar to the participants and recruit graduate students in Computer Science as participants.

Our methodology involves logging search and browser activities and periodically surveying participants about their current tasks, similar to prior work [39]. However, unlike prior work, we specifically explore the factors that lead to search success (RQ3), which is determined by explicitly asking participants if a search was successful. Prior human studies with code search do not indicate what factors lead to successful searches, in large part because obtaining evidence of search success is tricky. Relying on result clicks [14] is incomplete as often the answer appears in the preview accompanying a search result. Relying on evidence of query reformulation can reliably find failed searches [20, 24], but not successful ones. We address this shortcoming using in situ surveys that specifically ask about search success.

Given the similarity in methodology, where appropriate, parallels are drawn between the learners in our study and professional developers from a similar study at Google [39]. While the contexts of the studies varied widely (i.e., normal developer workflow [39] with Google Developers vs. a lab study with students working with an unfamiliar language), similarities and differences shed light on how we may be able to train subsequent language learners to use search better in their workflow, or build a better search tool to facilitate more successful searches. We summarize our contributions as follows:

- insights on the factors that make a query successful,
- better understanding of the code search behaviors of subsequent language learners, and the similarities and differences of search behaviors between learners and professionals, and
- suggestions on improving the success of searches when learners are working with an unfamiliar language.

To our knowledge, we are the first to study how subsequent language learners [6, 19, 32, 41] perform code search, and our results have implications for how to better support them. Our main findings and suggestions include:

- Successful searches use natural language phrases, such as “if statement,” instead of coding shortcuts, such as “if”.
- Successful searches more often consult official documentation and tutorials with example code rather than Q&A sites.
- Reformulations occur much more quickly after a previous query than searching for a new topic. The Levenshtein distance between successive queries alone may not indicate a reformulation.
- As term borrowing was commonly observed in search queries, an “API translator” that can map APIs across languages would assist subsequent programming language learners.
- Since learners often search to explore language syntax, APIs/libraries, and example code, we encourage CS educators to include short sample code when presenting or requiring use of new APIs/libraries.

This paper describes the context and methods we used to collect the surveys and logs for this study in Section 2. Section 3 presents the detailed study results. Implications of the findings are suggested in Section 4.2 and the potential threats to validity are discussed in section 4.4. Finally, Section 6 presents some concluding remarks and suggests modifications on future work.

2 STUDY

We frame this study around the following three research questions:

RQ1: Why do subsequent language learners search?
RQ2: What does a typical search session entail for a subsequent language learner?
RQ3: What are the factors that impact the success of search queries for subsequent language learners?

2.1 Study Design

Using a combination of surveys and logs, Sadowski, et al. [39] explored the search behavior of Google developers; it is from this study that we derive our methodology. Table 1 summarizes the similarities and differences of the context and collected data between the previous study and this study. To target subsequent language learners, we run our study in a lab environment with graduate students. Participants were given tasks in the unfamiliar languages. Due to the experimental context, we were able to collect more survey responses per query as compared to the previous study, providing a higher density of auxiliary information per query.

One of the shortcomings of the original study is that there was no notion of search success in the logs or the queries. That is, it was not clear from the data when a search session was successful or unsuccessful. To address that shortcoming, in this study, we ask explicitly about search success in two surveys, one deployed when a tab is closed (Figure 4) and another deployed when it is suspected a query is reformulated (Figure 3). Another shortcoming is the use of edit distance to detect reformulation, which may not represent actual reformulation; we address this by asking participants whether their current query is intended to solve the same problem as the previous query in a reformulation survey (Figure 3).

2.2 VBA Programming Tasks

We chose Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) because it is a popular programming language with many online resources [4, 13], but it is not commonly used by the graduate students in Computer Science at North Carolina State University (NCSU, our participant population). Each task includes a general learning goal (e.g., conditions and loops, string manipulation), a task description with requirements and sample output result for the task. The five tasks are summarized as follows:

Task 1 provides participants a list of numbers in a column, and asks participants to record a macro and create a button that returns the average value of the numbers in this column
2.3 Data Collection

We developed a Google Chrome extension\(^2\) that records search events and browsing history and deploys surveys. To capture the questions the participants are trying to solve, we prompt users with short surveys periodically. In this way, we are able to combine the survey responses with logs analysis.

2.3.1 Tool Implementation. The implementation consists of two parts: a client-side Google Chrome browser extension for logging data and a Flask web server for storing data. On the client side, the browser extension does the following: 1) initialize browser local storage that holds the log information, including issuing a unique 10-digit ID number to each participant, 2) track Google searches, 3) track link clicks on all pages, 4) detect possible query reformulations via word-level Levenshtein distance (if distance \(\geq 2\) words [23]), 5) format and deploy the surveys, and 6) send all collected logs to our server for storage. All collected data are stored in a password-secured SQLite database on an encrypted server.

Two conditions existed. First, a survey will not be triggered by any event if the prior survey is deployed, although completion is not forced. A survey will not be triggered by any event if the prior survey is deployed, although completion is not forced. Second, a survey is triggered when a participant reaches the hourly limit. A survey is triggered when a participant reaches the hourly limit.

2.3.2 Procedure. The study was conducted in a lab setting over two sessions, 90 minutes each. Participants attended one lab session only. Participants were instructed to install the Google Chrome extension on their personal laptops and keep the extension enabled during the lab session.

2.3.3 Surveys. To avoid over-taxing the participants, a maximum of 10 surveys per hour were deployed with a one-minute minimal interval between surveys. A survey is triggered when a participant performs one of the following four actions:

1. **Finishes installing the extension**
   *Preliminary Survey* (Figure 1). We collect participants' technical background such as programming experience, their intentions of code search, and demographic information.

2. **Makes a search**
   *Context Survey* (Figure 2). We ask participants about the activities they are doing, and the specific question they are solving. Questions Q2, Q3, and Q5 are from prior work [39]. In addition, we ask what approach(es) they've adopted to solve the tasks.

3. **Reformulates a query**
   *Query Reformulation Survey* (Figure 3). A query is identified as a potential reformulation if its word-level Levenshtein distance from the prior query is greater than or equal to two. This survey verifies the reformulation by asking in the current query is related to the previous one. It also asks if the prior query solved the problem. If so, how did it help; if not, what information is missing.

4. **Closes the search tab**
   *Search Tab Closed Survey* (Figure 4). This survey asks if the prior query solved the problem. If so, how did it help; if not, what information is missing.

A survey will not be triggered by any event if the prior survey is deployed within a minute or the number of deployed surveys has reached the hourly limit.

We asked participants to complete the survey every time it is deployed, although completion is not forced.

---

Table 1: Summary on Study Designs of the Original Study [39] and this Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The Original Study</th>
<th>This Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>15 consecutive days (4 weekends and 11 weekdays)</td>
<td>90-minute lab session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Participants</td>
<td>27 Google developers</td>
<td>18 NCSU graduate students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Drawing to win a $30 Amazon gift card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Daily work</td>
<td>5 VBA tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Types</td>
<td>1 survey, 4 questions</td>
<td>4 surveys, 2–6 questions each (Section 2.3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Setting</td>
<td>10 surveys per day, 10-minute time interval</td>
<td>10 surveys per hour, 1-minute time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Responses</td>
<td>394 responses</td>
<td>216 responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Collection</td>
<td>Browser extension, surveys triggered when developers accessed the internal code search site</td>
<td>Browser extension, survey triggered under four conditions (Section 2.3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Total Log Entries</td>
<td>77,632 entries</td>
<td>3,508 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Total Queries</td>
<td>3,870 queries</td>
<td>229 queries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^2\)Chrome web store: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/chrome-code-search/ ljdehfmdhnkbmpogobodersbclceek
Q1: How would you rate your overall programming experience?
A. Novice B. Intermediate C. Expert

Q2: What do you work with most frequently?

Q3: In what contexts or for what purpose(s) do you search for codes via websites during software development activities?
A. IDE search/exploration B. Backend (database, cloud storage, etc.) C. Middleware D. Front-end GUI E. Other: ____________

Q4: When solving a programming/development/technical problem, how often do you: (rank the following from most often to least often with number 1, 2, and 3)
A. Ask a colleague/friend B. Web or online search C. IDE search/exploration

Q5: What’s your occupation?
A. Undergraduate Student B. Graduate Student C. Student with working experience in the industry D. Other: ____________

Q6: How would you identify your gender?
A. Female B. Male C. Non-binary D. Prefer not to disclose

2.4 Participants

We invited students enrolled in a graduate software engineering course at North Carolina State University via email to participate in the study (response rate: 42.6%). A short introduction to this study, including the purpose thereof, and the tool (Google Chrome extension) used in the study, was made available to all potential participants. As compensation, participants who have the extension enabled and recording for at least 45 minutes were eligible to enter into a drawing to win a $30 Amazon gift card. In total 23 participants. As compensation, participants who have the extension enabled and recording for at least 45 minutes were eligible to enter into a drawing to win a $30 Amazon gift card. In total 23 participants.
working experience in the industry. All participants often search on websites for code, and the majority of participants sometimes or often ask friends for help (16/18) or search on IDEs (16/18). Participants came from a diverse programming language background, including object-oriented programming languages and scripting languages, but not VBA. The top five frequent programming languages used by the participants were: Java, JavaScript, C++, C, and Python.

2.5 Analysis

We grouped the logs by participants’ IDs and sorted them by log time. Surveys were tabulated and associated with browser events for analysis. Logs were analyzed to collect 1) search queries, 2) ordered list of clicked website URLs associated to each query, and 3) time spent by a participant on a clicked result page.

The logs were split into search sessions. Due to our study context, adopting the definition of a search session from the study on Google developers [39] was problematic. When considering a search session as a series of developer activities separated by 6-minutes of inactivity, each participant in our study had exactly one search session. Thus, we treat each search query and its associating result clicks as one search session (referred to as “micro-session” in prior work [39]).

Our reformulation surveys were deployed when the Levenshtein distance was two or greater, in line with prior work [23, 34]. If participants answer yes to Q1 (Figure 3), this indicates that the current query is not a reformulation and begins a new topic. If the participant answers no to Q1 and yes to Q2, this means that the previous query did not solve the question and the current query is related to the same problem, and thus the current query is a reformulation. If a participant answers no to Q1 and no to Q2, we assume that the problem is the same but the participant is trying a new approach, and thus the query is not a reformulation. While prior work makes assumptions about reformulation based on topic analysis or query distances, these survey responses serve as a ground truth for reformulation analysis. While we do not have enough data to build a classifier to predict reformulation, we can analyze the context around known reformulations versus known non-reformulations.

2.6 Data Summary

The 18 participants generated 3,508 log entries, including 216 survey responses and 229 queries during the lab sessions. Each participant made an average of 12.7 queries (median: 13 queries), each query led to an average of three search result clicks (median: two clicks), and the average time interval between each query was 5.8 minutes (median: 4.3 minutes).

As to the surveys, 216 of 389 deployed surveys were completed and collected, including 18 Preliminary Surveys (response rate: 100.0%), 35 Context Surveys (response rate: 39.3%), 138 Query Reformulation Surveys (response rate: 54.5%) and 25 Search Tab Closed Surveys (response rate: 86.2%).

3 RESULTS

In this section, we present the results for each research question in turn.

Table 2: Answers to 18 Preliminary Survey Question "In what contexts or for what purpose(s) do you search for codes via website during software development activities" (Category - Multiple Answers Are Allowed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>#par (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Look for Example Code (How)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library / Class / API</td>
<td>9 (50.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method / Function / Operation</td>
<td>7 (38.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntax</td>
<td>9 (50.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>4 (22.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore Code (What)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>3 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine Reasons (Why)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug</td>
<td>7 (38.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Answers to 35 Context Survey Question “What are you doing?” (Goal - Multiple Choice) and Question “What are you trying to answer?” (Example - Short Answer)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Num</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploring</td>
<td>“How to enable developer tools in Excel”</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“How to do lookup in excel”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“How to print in VBA”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing</td>
<td>“Basic steps to record an excel macro”</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Using and iterating hashtable in VBA”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Find unique values in a column”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>“Loop over a column excel vba”</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Create dictionary in excel vba”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Found an implementation but was getting error”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>“enabling a feature in Microsoft Excel”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 RQ1: Why do subsequent language learners search?

Learners most frequently searched for example code and potential ways to resolve bugs or errors in their programs.

We analyzed the self-reported purposes of why participants search during programming. In 18 Preliminary Surveys, the most frequently reported goals were to find specific syntax, libraries/classes/APIs, implementations or sample usage of methods/functions/operations during development. Table 2 shows three main reasons why participants search (Category), where the categories were adopted from the prior work of Sadowski, et al [39], and the number of participants who stated these reasons and its percentage out of 18 (#par (%)). For example, nine participants claimed that they usually search for correct syntax during software development; an example query made by a participant is, “vba if statement”.

We then explored the questions participants were trying to solve as collected in 35 Context Surveys (See Table 3). Participants were asked to categorize their motivation into exploring, designing or debugging (Goal), and then answer the open-ended question, “What question are you trying to answer?” with a brief description of current search activity; example queries can be found in column Example. For example, 19 queries were made to explore how to perform an action in Excel or with VBA with queries such as “How to enable developer tools in Excel”.
Participants explored code (Table 3) and searched for example code (Table 2) frequently. They also searched for assisting debugging, which matches their self-reported purposes for searching were example codes, including APIs, syntax and existing solutions, and determine reasons why code did not work correctly (Table 2). This observation also matches the search goals of professional developers reported in the prior work [39]. While only 10% of professionals’ queries tried to determine why something is failing, 17% of students’ queries recorded in prior work, which were 4.2 words per query [44] and a maximum of 17. These numbers are higher than the numbers reported in prior work, which were 5.6 words per query [39] and 1.9 words per query [39]. The increment in words may be caused by learners generating more verbose queries than professionals did (5.6 words vs. 1.9 words) and required longer time to scan the search results.

### 3.2 RQ2: What does a typical search session entail?

Each query was followed by three result clicks on average. An average participant spent about five minutes before reformulating a query. Learners generated more verbose queries than professionals did (5.6 words vs. 1.9 words) and required longer time to scan the search results.

We identified three typical search sessions (Search Sessions), as shown in Table 4. The column Description introduces the session formats, and the column Session introduces the frequency and their percentage among all search sessions. We adopted a truncated regex-like syntax for the sessions: where S is a search query and C is a result click. For example, SCC+ means one search query followed by two or more result clicks. We also investigated the Context Surveys within each session. The majority of SCC+ patterned search sessions were exploring new content/topics (11 in #Purpose). Even when a search is not followed by a click, as in the S pattern, exploring is the dominant purpose of the search, representing 44.4% (4/9) of the S sessions with surveys. This could happen when the previews on the search results contain enough information for participants to find what they need.

As for search query length considering all 229 queries, an average query contains 5.6 words, with a median of five words and a maximum of 17. These numbers are higher than the numbers reported in prior work, which were 4.2 words per query [44] and 1.9 words per query [39]. The increment in words may be caused by participants’ unfamiliarity with the programming language used in the study, or from the fact that they were using general web search like [4] and [34], which also report long code-related query lengths.

Focusing in on reformulations, we examine the queries that trigger a reformulation survey. The query that triggers the survey is the current query and the one before it is the previous query. Of the 138 queries that triggered a reformulation survey, 48 (34.8%) were reformulations (answering no to Q1 and yes to Q2_n in Figure 3) while 90 (65.2%) were not (answering either yes to Q1 (86 surveys) or no to Q1 and no to Q2_n (4 surveys) in Figure 3).

When the current query is a reformulation, this occurs after an average of 3.0 (median = 2.0) result clicks; current queries that are not reformulations occur after 3.0 result clicks (median = 1.5). Based on the medians, this shows a slight uptick in clicks preceding a reformulation. The average time between a previous and current query is 4.7 minutes (median = 3.2) for a reformulation and 8.3 minutes (median = 6.0) for a non-reformulation. This indicates that reformulations occur much more quickly after a previous query and that less time is spent on each result click. However, a typical professional developers needed only eight seconds to reformulate a query [39]. This difference is possibly due to our participants’ unfamiliarity with VBA, with the professionals’ strong familiarity with their context, or with differences in how reformulations were computed in this analysis.

Considering query length, when a query is reformulated, the length of the query is sometimes modified substantially (e.g., removing 12 words or adding seven words), and sometimes modified very little (e.g., changing one word, adding a word). The Levenshtein distance between a reformulated query and the previous query is 5.3 (median = 4.5) and the average distance between non-reformulated queries is similar, 5.3 (median = 5.0). These data provide preliminary evidence that basing reformulation on query distance metrics alone may not yield accurate results.

### 3.3 RQ3: What are the factors that impact the success of search queries?

When looking for APIs or implementations, 71 of 107 (66.4%) searches were successful. In addition, consulting documentation and tutorials led to more successful searches than Q&A sites (e.g., StackOverflow). Learners frequently borrowed terms from languages with which they are familiar when composing queries, these queries were more successful on average than the typical query.

---

3 Prior work [39] used a word-level Levenshtein distance of at most one to identify reformulation.
We observed that among successful queries, 50.5% (54/107) were work [2, 8]. Table 6 shows the type and the number of clicked search which prevented this search from solving the problem.

This finding matches the prior work of Bai, et al. that consulting (Table 5), 47 surveys reported that problems were solved by a query (77% success vs. 66% success, per Table 6). We conjecture that these queries were more successful on average than the typical query (52%, 26 from Reformulation Survey, 8 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were associated with a success survey, and only 15 (23%, 13 from Reformulation Survey, 2 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were reported unsuccessful. Despite the term mismatch, these queries were more successful on average than the typical query (77% success vs. 66% success, per Table 6). We conjecture that this is because VBA is so well documented that the current search algorithms are able to handle the term mismatch; this may not be the case with newer or less common programming languages.

There were subsequent query reformulations for 33% (13/39) of the term borrowing queries, where 39 of the term borrowing queries were followed by a reformulation survey, and 13 of the responses explicitly indicated reformulation occurred. This is the same proportion we saw from all reformulation surveys (34.8% are reformulations, 48/138).

Anecdotally, we observed there was a higher occurrence of the phrase, “how to” in successful queries than unsuccessful queries (12.1% vs. 5.4%). Over 80% (13/16) of “how to” queries successfully supplied participants with the needed information. As an example, the query, “how to create a button and assign a macro in excel” succeeded in finding the desired information, whereas the query, “assign macro to a cell vba” failed. The completeness of phrases in the queries may also influence the search result. For example, while four queries contained the complete terminology “if statement” instead of “if” in successful queries, there was no “if statement” observed in any of the unsuccessful queries. We also found a case where an unsuccessful query used “==” instead of spelling out “equal to” like a successful query did. More exploration with a larger set of successful and unsuccessful queries may shed more light on which phrases lead to higher success in the searches.

Also noteworthy is that participants were allowed to consult others in person during the study. We observed that the four problems involving consultation with other people were successfully solved. Future work should look at the interplay between search and discussion.

Table 5: 107 Successful Queries and Corresponding Reasons for Success (86 from Reformulation Survey & 25 from Search Tab Closed Survey)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem were solved by...</th>
<th>#Queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding relevant API</td>
<td>47 (43.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding relevant implementaion</td>
<td>53 (49.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consulting others in person</td>
<td>4 (3.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3 (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>107 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Online Sources & Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Sources</th>
<th>#Succ</th>
<th>#Fail</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q&amp;A sites only</td>
<td>19 (11.7%)</td>
<td>9 (5.5%)</td>
<td>28 (17.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;T sites only</td>
<td>54 (33.1%)</td>
<td>14 (8.6%)</td>
<td>68 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Q&amp;A and D&amp;T</td>
<td>25 (15.3%)</td>
<td>20 (12.3%)</td>
<td>45 (27.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>9 (5.5%)</td>
<td>13 (8.0%)</td>
<td>22 (13.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>107 (65.6%)</td>
<td>56 (34.4%)</td>
<td>163 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We consider a search query to be successful when a participant selects option Yes to the question “When you searched, [Previous/Current Query], did you solve the problem?” in either the Query Reformulation Survey or the Search Tab Closed Survey. In total, we collected 138 Query Reformulation Surveys (86 successful & 52 unsuccessful) and 25 Search Tab Closed Surveys (21 successful & 4 unsuccessful).

Among 107 surveys associated with the successful searches (Table 5), 47 surveys reported that problems were solved by a search result that contained a relevant API, 53 surveys reported that problems were solved by finding relevant implementations, four searches were concluded when the participant consulted others in person, and two problems were resolved by the participants themselves, while one did not provide detailed information as to why the search was successful. Among 56 surveys associated with unsuccessful searches, only six responses on the reasons of unsuccessful queries were submitted; the other 50 did not provide a reason for failure. Of the six, three stated that more information is needed, two stated that the query reformulation is needed, and one stated that specific functions or API is missing from the search results, which prevented this search from solving the problem.

We looked into online information sources consulted by participants and manually classified the sources into two categories: 1) Q&A sites (e.g., Stack Overflow, forums), 2) official documentation and official/third-party tutorials sites (D&T sites), similar to prior work [2, 8]. Table 6 shows the type and the number of clicked search results from each query. Table 6 lists the categories (Online Sources), their associated successful or unsuccessful queries (#Succ, #Fail). We observed that among successful queries, 50.5% (54/107) were followed by only documentation and tutorials sites, making that the most common resource leading to search success. Similarly, of the queries that consulted only D&T sites, 79% (54/68) were successful. This finding matches the prior work of Bai, et al. that consulting documentation and tutorials only are most likely to succeed during the search [2].

We also identified that 16/18 participants borrowed the terms from languages with which they are familiar. Similar borrowing behavior was also reported in prior work [1, 43], and developers claim that previous knowledge supports retrieval of new information; our results concur. We found 65 queries used terms such as “dictionary”, ”hashable”, ”hashtable”, ”regex” from languages like Java and C++. However, this term borrowing sometimes introduced term mismatch, that is the cases when vocabulary mismatch between queries and documents (e.g., [10, 15, 55, 58]). For example, borrowing the term “dictionary” from Java. When five participants intended to search for functions in VBA that behave like java.util.Dictionary, which should be the VLOOKUP function, they searched for, “dictionary in excel”, “add or edit words in a spell check dictionary” or, “creating a dictionary with Microsoft Excel”.

The impact of term mismatch in terms of query success and reformulation is fairly neutral. Queries with borrowed terms were more successful, on average; this observation is further supported by a result in general information search [57] that finds engineering and science students who had higher levels of domain knowledge retrieved more relevant documents for the search question. However, these queries were no more associated with reformulation than any other query. For the 65 queries demonstrating term mismatch, 34 (52%, 26 from Reformulation Survey, 8 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were associated with a success survey, and only 15 (23%, 13 from Reformulation Survey, 2 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were reported unsuccessful. Despite the term mismatch, these queries were more successful on average than the typical query (77% success vs. 66% success, per Table 6). We conjecture that this is because VBA is so well documented that the current search algorithms are able to handle the term mismatch; this may not be the case with newer or less common programming languages.

We also identified that 16/18 participants borrowed the terms from languages with which they are familiar. Similar borrowing behavior was also reported in prior work [1, 43], and developers claim that previous knowledge supports retrieval of new information; our results concur. We found 65 queries used terms such as “dictionary”, ”hashable”, ”hashtable”, ”regex” from languages like Java and C++. However, this term borrowing sometimes introduced term mismatch, that is the cases when vocabulary mismatch between queries and documents (e.g., [10, 15, 55, 58]). For example, borrowing the term “dictionary” from Java. When five participants intended to search for functions in VBA that behave like java.util.Dictionary, which should be the VLOOKUP function, they searched for, “dictionary in excel”, “add or edit words in a spell check dictionary” or, “creating a dictionary with Microsoft Excel”.

The impact of term mismatch in terms of query success and reformulation is fairly neutral. Queries with borrowed terms were more successful, on average; this observation is further supported by a result in general information search [57] that finds engineering and science students who had higher levels of domain knowledge retrieved more relevant documents for the search question. However, these queries were no more associated with reformulation than any other query. For the 65 queries demonstrating term mismatch, 34 (52%, 26 from Reformulation Survey, 8 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were associated with a success survey, and only 15 (23%, 13 from Reformulation Survey, 2 from Search Tab Closed Survey) were reported unsuccessful. Despite the term mismatch, these queries were more successful on average than the typical query (77% success vs. 66% success, per Table 6). We conjecture that this is because VBA is so well documented that the current search algorithms are able to handle the term mismatch; this may not be the case with newer or less common programming languages.

There were subsequent query reformulations for 33% (13/39) of the term borrowing queries, where 39 of the term borrowing queries were followed by a reformulation survey, and 13 of the responses explicitly indicated reformulation occurred. This is the same proportion we saw from all reformulation surveys (34.8% are reformulations, 48/138).

Anecdotally, we observed there was a higher occurrence of the phrase, “how to” in successful queries than unsuccessful queries (12.1% vs. 5.4%). Over 80% (13/16) of “how to” queries successfully supplied participants with the needed information. As an example, the query, “how to create a button and assign a macro in excel” succeeded in finding the desired information, whereas the query, “assign macro to a cell vba” failed. The completeness of phrases in the queries may also influence the search result. For example, while four queries contained the complete terminology “if statement” instead of “if” in successful queries, there was no “if statement” observed in any of the unsuccessful queries. We also found a case where an unsuccessful query used “==” instead of spelling out “equal to” like a successful query did. More exploration with a larger set of successful and unsuccessful queries may shed more light on which phrases lead to higher success in the searches.

Also noteworthy is that participants were allowed to consult others in person during the study. We observed that the four problems involving consultation with other people were successfully solved. Future work should look at the interplay between search and discussion.
### Table 7: Summary on Findings of The Original Study [39] and This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professionals [39]</th>
<th>Subsequent Language Learners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Why do they search?</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ1:</strong> Most searches are associated to goals of exploring for example code and designing a new feature. Subsequent language learners also search for debugging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1:</strong> Developers use code search to answer questions a wide range of topics, including how to do something, learning what code does, and determining why code is behaving as it is.</td>
<td><strong>RQ1:</strong> Subsequent language learners search for example code more than anything else. All participants search for exploring regardless of the familiarity to the code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What are they looking for?</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ1:</strong> Subsequent language learners search for example code more than anything else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> Developers search for examples more than anything else. Developers navigate code search tools even through code they know well.</td>
<td><strong>RQ1:</strong> Subsequent language learners search for example code more than anything else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query properties</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> The average length of the queries is 5.6 words. Most queries contain keywords “VBA” and “excel” to restrict the search.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ3:</strong> The average length of the queries was 1.85 words. Most queries were scoped to a subset of the code repository.</td>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> Only 35% (48/138) of the suspected reformulations were actual reformulations. Adopting the reformulation definition from the original study, we found only 5.2% (12/229) of the queries had an edit distance of one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ3:</strong> Nearly a third of searches are incrementally performed through query reformulation.</td>
<td><strong>Time between queries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ3:</strong> A typical professional developer requires eight seconds (average of 23 seconds) to scan the search results, determine if they meet their needs, and reformulate an initial query.</td>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> A typical subsequent language learner requires three minutes (average of five minutes) to scan the search results, determine if they meet their needs, and reformulate an initial query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Search frequency</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> An average subsequent language learners compose 12.7 queries in a 90-minute lab session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ4:</strong> An average professional developer composes 12 search queries per weekday.</td>
<td><strong>RQ4:</strong> An average professional developer composes 12 search queries per weekday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clicks per query</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ2:</strong> Each query lead to three clicks on average. Most search sessions contain one search followed by at least two clicks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ4:</strong> Each query lead to 1.3 clicks on average. Most micro-sessions contain one search without any clicks.</td>
<td><strong>RQ5:</strong> Most searches on exploring new content/topics and all debugging search activities led to one search followed by multiple clicks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clicks vs. Search goal</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ5:</strong> Most searches on code reviews (determine why) lead to multiple clicks. Developers also make multiple searches and clicks when exploring for example code and designing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ5:</strong> Code familiarity does not mean less clicks.</td>
<td><strong>RQ3:</strong> Learners frequently borrow terms from familiar languages, and hence be more successful than the typical query. The most successful searches occur when looking for APIs or implementations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Search success</strong></td>
<td><strong>Search success</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N/A</strong></td>
<td><strong>RQ3:</strong> Learners frequently borrow terms from familiar languages, and hence be more successful than the typical query. The most successful searches occur when looking for APIs or implementations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4 DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare the student search behavior to professionals, provide the suggestions to improve search success, and discuss the potential threats to validity.

### 4.1 Comparison of search behaviors between professional developers and subsequent language learners

Our study can be viewed as a partial replication of the original study methodology [39] with a drastically different context. In our study, we investigated how subsequent language learners search for code in an unfamiliar programming language, rather than using professional developers conducting their daily work. Like the original study, we explored the reasons why participants search, the properties of search queries, and search sessions in micro level. To extend the original study [39], we analyzed the properties of successful queries with the survey responses collected right after either a search activity or a search tab being closed. We also explicitly ask about query reformulation instead of speculating based on query edit distance. Table 7 summarized the similarities and differences of the main findings of the original study and this study.

For example, search sessions observed in this study were more likely to have at least two clicks after one search activity (55%), while the professionals click no result in the most search sessions (38.8%). While it only took professionals 23 seconds to reformulate or make a new query, learners usually spent five minutes before reformulating or starting a new query. Learners searched more frequently than the professionals did (13 queries/hr vs. 12 queries/day).
4.2 Successful Search Behaviors for Subsequent Language Learners

Search success in this study was associated with consulting official documentation and tutorials rather than on Q&A sites (e.g., Stack Overflow). Additionally, mapping the context in an unfamiliar language to previous knowledge in a familiar language, and borrowing the corresponding terms, also led to search success. Lastly, natural language phrases were more associated with success than coding shortcuts. For example, spelling out “equals” instead of “==”, and search with “if statement” instead of “if”. These behaviors may increase the likelihood of finding relevant results, at least in contexts similar to the one studied here.

4.3 Implications

Our results have implications for future work in the following research areas:

4.3.1 Debugging with Spreadsheets and Search. Search has become an important process during debugging tasks [39]. Prior work on debugging spreadsheets has shown that end-user programmers use eight strategies when debugging in spreadsheets [50]. These are: dataflow, testing, code inspection, specification checking, color following, to-do listing, fixing formulas, and spatial. However, code search was not part of the equation. In our study, all debugging-related search queries aimed to fix the formulas. This is likely due to the design of the study, which aimed to explore how participants use search for learning a new language, and is not reflective of general debugging strategies used in spreadsheets. However, future work should explore the interplay between search and the spreadsheet debugging strategies, especially in the context of larger tasks.

4.3.2 Query Reformulation with Domain Knowledge. Various strategies for reformulation have been adopted by researchers, such as a small edit distance [39] or a potentially large edit distance [23, 34]. In this work, we trigger a reformulation survey when the distance between a current query and the previous query is at least two, measured using Levenshtein distance. The survey responses provide a ground truth from participants about whether or not they are performing a reformulation. What we find is that of the 138 reformulation survey responses, 90 explicitly state that they were not reformulating, showing a 65.2% false positive rate for this approach to reformulation detection. In prior work [39], a Levenshtein distance of at most one was used to identify reformulation. In their dataset, nearly one third of the searches were flagged as reformulation, whereas in our study only 5.2% were flagged as reformulation using that same approach (Table 7). When we looked at distances between non-reformulated and reformulated queries (Section 3.2), we find that the average edit distances are similar, making it difficult to use edit distance alone to indicate reformulation.

Reformulation detection based on edit distance alone seems suspect. Still, we find that approximately 1/3 of the queries that triggered the reformulation survey were actual reformulations. This frequency of manual reformulation motivates other efforts by software engineering researchers to automatically reformulate queries based on query properties, hence reducing developer efforts [15].

4.3.3 API Translation. Shrestha, et al. [43] point out that developers usually face a selection barrier [26] when moving to a new programming language, and searching for the right terminology and code example is difficult. They also concluded that learning a language is difficult when there is little to no mapping of features to previous languages [43]. While in this study term mismatch was not an issue for developers in that reformulation was not more likely and search success was actually higher, we conjecture that this was due to the study context. VBA was chosen because it is well-documented, and the participants seemed to benefit from this. For languages or APIs that are less well documented, we envision “API translators” that can map an API in one language to a destination language and provide short sample code would assist developers to work and learn more efficiently, especially when migrating languages, or working with new, unfamiliar languages. Some of these features are present in tools like Mica [49], which can assist developers in finding the right API classes and methods given a description of the desired functionality. Chen, et al. [9] also present an approach that can recommend analogical libraries for different programming languages or different mobile platforms given a library.

4.4 Threats to Validity

Participants knew their searching and browsing activities were being recorded, and were periodically surveyed, which may have influenced their behavior.

Some metrics used in this study may not be consistent across participants, such as #avgClick/Query and #avgQuery, since the search results and available documents may vary due to the personalized search results. In addition, the Chrome extension did not record if a search query was a result of using an auto-complete query suggestion. Future studies should enforce non-personal results and detect auto-complete.

Participants were required to work on these tasks in a lab environment in a limited time, which could potentially impact their search behaviors. Response bias may be introduced in the participant self-reported surveys, and impacted the validity of surveys.

All participants were graduate students and the majority claimed that their overall programming skills ranged from intermediate to expert (17/18). Therefore, the results may not generalize to other populations. A replication with a more diverse and larger set of students is needed.

We use survey responses on the reformulation survey as ground truth for reformulations. However, participants may have different notions about what is and is not reformulation, which may impact the validity of the ground truth.

The conclusions were drawn based on our participants’ search behaviors when using VBA, an event-driven programming language used by Excel, which may not generalize to learning other languages.

5 RELATED WORK

We focus on related work that investigates code search behaviors, explores end-users’ engagement with spreadsheets, and discusses the learning barriers in programming systems.
5.1 Code Search
As with our study, research on general information search has also involved student subjects (e.g., [52, 57]). Of particular relevance, one study found that university students perceived study-oriented topics as harder to search for than daily life information [52]. Prior work on code search has yielded similar results, finding that code search tasks take more effort than information search tasks [34].

Various studies focusing specifically on code search have been performed by surveying participants about the reasons why they searched [21, 39, 45, 54], the tools they searched with [46], the popular search sites [48], as well as their selection criteria for code [27]. Different data analysis strategies are also adopted, for example, some studies focused on directly observing participants’ behaviors [47], while some other studies focused on collecting and analyzing the logs, such as works done by Brandt, et al. [7, 8], with participant solving the pre-selected tasks. Sadowski and colleagues [39] also combined surveys and logs to analyze developers’ code search behavior when working on daily tasks.

Automatic API recommendation and query reformulations are also being studied. Rahman, et al. proposed a novel query reformulation technique, which can translate a natural language code search query into a ranked list of relevant Java APIs [35, 36]. Various strategies for reformulation have been adopted by researchers, such as a small edit distance [39] or a potentially large edit distance [23, 34]. In this work, we explicitly ask participants about whether or not their query is a reformulation in an effort to avoid issues around automated detection of query reformulation.

Researchers [4, 34] specifically explored search sessions to learn the usage of the web search by software engineers. They concluded that the major intentions of web search are finding information to 1) debug an error or an issue, 2) accomplish a specific task, 3) learn about a topic and 4) learn about a specific API element. The researchers also suggested that code related queries are more verbose [34]. Code related queries also lead to higher rates of reformulation, longer dwell time, and fewer clicks [4, 34].

Various code search tools have been developed to facilitate developers with searching for the desired code, such as Koders, Krugle, and Sourcegraph. Despite these efforts, Google remains the most popular general-purpose search engine with developers [46, 48].

5.2 Learning Barriers & Code Examples
Learning barriers in programming systems can arise from the environment and accompanying libraries [26]. Ko, et al. observed that learners sometimes knew what set of interfaces could achieve a behavior, but did not know how to use and coordinating them. The *use* and *coordination barriers* are hard to overcome without well-written documentation and code examples [26].

Prior studies point out that it is essential for API documentation to provide developers, especially those who are trying to learn a particular API, with sufficient and adequate code examples [33, 37, 43]. Parpin and Treude [33] observe that 90% of code-related blog posts contain code examples and snippets, with a media of three code snippets per post. McLellan, et al. [30] also summarize that the code examples supported several different learning activities, such as understanding the libraries, protocols, and usage context.

These studies echo our findings that 93.4% of the problems that learners encountered were successfully solved by finding relevant API and code implementations (43.9% & 49.5% respectively, Section 3.3), and the most successful searches are those that consult resources with examples, such as documentation and official/third-party tutorials.

5.3 End-User Programming and Spreadsheets
End-user programming is defined as “programming to achieve the result of a program primarily for personal, rather public use” [25]. Unlike professional developers who are employed to build, maintain and test software over time, end-user developers write programs to support goals in their own domains of expertise [12, 25, 31]. According to Scaffidi, et al., over 45 million end users reported that they “used spreadsheets or databases” in workplaces in 2001 [40]; however, only 20% of these workers indicated that they also “do programming.” However, 44% of spreadsheets contained formulas, providing evidence of programming in spreadsheets [13].

Various studies have been done on spreadsheets, such as testing [38], code smells in formulas [12, 17, 22] and tools for spreadsheet formula transformation [16]. However, none study how end-users learn to program in spreadsheets, what challenges they encounter during programming, and how they approach solutions. Our work, while not specifically targeting end-users, provides some insights challenges encountered when learning VBA automation.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We studied how graduate students search when solving programming tasks in a new language. We find that subsequent programming language learners search with the purposes of exploring for example code, designing new features and understanding why code performs as it does. Learners composed more verbose queries, and required longer time to scan through the search result than professional developers did [39]. Consulting colleagues/friends in person could improve the chance to solve a problem. Consulting documentation and tutorials is more indicative of success in a search than consulting Q&A sites. Queries that focus on how something works are more likely to succeed when being composed with the structure, “*How to do...*.” Learns frequently borrowed terms from languages with which they are familiar when searching for examples in an unfamiliar language. The term borrowing queries were more likely to success than the typical query on average.

For future work, a replication study with a more diverse and larger set of subsequent programming language learners is suggested to better generalize how learners search. Techniques that can determine the relative APIs/libraries based on the context in the queries, provide query reformulation suggestions according to the search goals, map APIs between programming languages and present sample code are suggested to support more programming languages. Another suggestion for future work is to explore how to detect and correct the term mismatch in queries during the language migration.
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